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As we research, connect, travel and work, a data trail is created 
with every button push, movement, and communication. 
It is currently estimated that 2.5 quintillion bytes of data are created every day1, and 
projections now say that the exponential growth of our global digital footprint is 
expected to reach 44 zettabytes (44 trillion gigabytes) by the year 20202. But not all 
data is created equally. 

Much of the data that we generate through daily living is lost in the fog of email and 
stored in unattainable servers controlled by various organizations. But in the workplace, 
especially when the work concerns the exacting art of scientific research and development, 
murky storage sites and imprecise delivery means are simply not an option. In science, accuracy 
and reliability of data is paramount to the success of the entire venture. 

Science and research are starting to come out of, but predominantly are still stuck in, a paper-
based world. Many bench-scientists remain reliant on notebooks as a means of initial data capture, 
only to later transcribe those notes to electronic tools, like Excel. But humans are innately prone to 
mistakes, and the transcription of notes is the primary insertion point of errors into a data set. Each 
required step of data transcription dramatically increases the chance of mistakes—especially within 
a fast-paced laboratory environment when dealing with complex and diverse sets of data.

Those initial transcription errors can be devastating to results. Even with a carefully maintained, 
and arguably lucky, transfer of data from one stage of the experimental process to the next, how 
well will that data capture, storage, and contextualization hold up during patent filing reports to the 
FDA or during an audit? 

So, what can be done to ensure that your research and development venture is protected from  
the data transcription error minefield? How can you know that your experiment is supported by  
a structured and integrated data capture system from the start of the R&D process to delivery of 
compliance filing? We’ve put together this e-book to help answer those questions, and to direct  
you on a path toward best practices in data capture that will deliver better results throughout your 
entire R&D process.

 1 http://www.dnb.com/content/dnb/home/lc/sales-marketing-education/importance-of-data-cleansing

 2 http://www.c4isrnet.com/story/military-tech/cyber/2016/01/27/data-growth-internet-things-require-
security-cyberattacks-espionage/79351308/
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So, what makes for quality data?

Aside from the obvious answer of accuracy and reliability, quality data is statistical information that 
must be created and exist within a context. Without a strict record and understanding of why and 
how data fits into the greater process, it is nothing but random numbers and loose sets.

During the early stages of research, data capture can often be viewed as more of a free form ‘jazz’ 
than an overtly structured piece. Historically, capture of data at this stage can be too loose for the 
benefit of expediency or the bottom line. Quality data from the onset should adhere to a standard 
form of capture, notation and documentation across researchers and disciplines.

In the development and manufacturing stages of an experiment, the flow and coherence of data 
needs to perform more as a ‘classical’ piece; every data set and research note working in blended 
cohesion toward a common purpose. Data needs to be verified, and compliance procedures must 
all have been met with a contextualized report of every step. During patent filing reports to the 
FDA, you have to know that there is quantifiable proof that the data supports the filing.

For the third phase of clinical trials, incomplete or inconsistent data could lead to company-ending 
consequences. Quality data at this stage has to be rock solid, readily contextualized, and fully 
integrated with the overall findings. Done right, data at this stage should never lead back to 
inaccuracies or fundamental mistakes—yet our 
industry is still awash with stories of this happening. 
In a 2015 survey of key companies in pharma and 
biotech, 70% of respondents listed ‘increasing data 
usability in and out of the laboratory’ as a top priority 
of their organizations3.

In this globalized, diversified, and increasingly 
specialized world, there is a better way to ensure  
the quality of your data from early discovery to  
final delivery. 
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 3 2015 Laboratory Knowledge Management Survey Results—Pharma IQ conducted 
April/ May 2015 
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How to capture and leverage the right type of data?

If researchers are working with paper notebooks, each using their own form 
of shorthand and style, the chances for unified work coming together 
gets harder, the deeper they go. Some may use black ink on legal 
pads, others blue on graph paper. Some use pencils and erase 
often and coffee stains abound across all platforms. Differences 
in disciplines become hurdles to jump as well, when the 
computer science technician needs to translate the chemical 
equation shorthand and is unsure as to what that ‘C’ means.

These days, this sort of concern need no longer be of note. 
Wide arrays of electronic data management tools have sprung 
up to cater specifically to the diversified needs of R&D facilities. 
Currently, 57% of R&D facilities are investing in some form of 
Integrated Laboratory Informatics Systems4. One of the earliest types, 
the Laboratory Information Management System (LIMS), began to be used in 
the 1980s as a computerized software-based support system to record and structure data, notes, 
timing, and integration within an R&D facility. The efficacy and variety of LIMS systems have grown 
since, with over 180 different types used today.

Such a system is useful in not only up-front data capture and analysis, but for backend concerns, 
allowing specific word usage to be reviewed and analyzed in context, e.g.—how is Gene A 
incorporated into a cell line with result of X?—with the system then able to provide all results with 
noted reference points. Having such a system from the onset of data capture can save huge 
amounts of time, energy, stress, and even money in the long run.

A LIMS is generally best suited for settings and situations that deal with very structured data—as 
used in a manufacturing facility or regulatory testing laboratory, where the same tests are run over 
and over. LIMS are most often designed and used as general purpose tools, while some others are 
now targeted for specific applications and customizable to support specific needs.
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 4 The 2016 Laboratory Informatics Summit: Global Trends in Laboratory Data 
Knowledge Management Investment—Pharma IQ conducted January 25-27, 2016 
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To focus on this growing need of laboratory systems that target less 
structured diverse sets of data, newer software systems that are 
classified under the blanket term of Electronic Laboratory Notebooks 
(ELNs) have arisen to work in conjunction with or instead of a LIMS.

ELNs are particularly suited for the free form exploratory testing, 
experimentation, and development of R&D facilities—designed to 
track every input and alteration with rigorous record keeping that 
allows for easy retrieval and reference later, without worry of 
transcription error or unspecified data entry. ELNs are also widely 
considered to be more conducive to collaborative endeavors in  
our specialized field, with one-third of key pharma and biotech 
companies currently investing in their use, but 42% expecting to 
invest in ELNs in the next few years, with 42% also looking to invest  
in cloud-based collaborative solutions5.

Regardless of your specific needs, the value of such tools cannot be overstated in the pursuit of 
structured and properly leveraged data capture.

How can experiments comply with the latest legislation and 
be compliance ready from day one?

With the relatively recent rise of greater technological reach across platforms, we have also seen  
a paradigm shift in regulatory expectations. Email, software, smart phones and laboratory systems 
have all played a part in the rise of stricter audit guidelines and a growing expectation for electronic 
system implementation in GxP regulation guidance.

For researchers and companies that are still stuck using paper, pen and other standard desktop 
solutions, the lack of ability to cross-reference data and discoveries can lead to nightmare 
scenarios in back-end compliance. Recent FDA audits have demonstrated an increased crackdown 
on loose record keeping, and non-contextualized data points. So, how can the anxiety over 
compliant ready delivery be mitigated?

 5 The 2016 Laboratory Informatics Summit: Global Trends in Laboratory Data 
Knowledge Management Investment—Pharma IQ conducted January 25-27, 2016
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At IDBS, we strongly believe products like our  
E-WorkBook ELN system are the answer. 
Like data quality, not all ELNs and LIMS are 
created equal, but tried, tested and proven 
products like ours have shown that, when 
implemented properly, the entire R&D process, 
from capturing data with context in the very  
first stages in the lab, to clinical trials, to final 
delivery and filings for compliance, can flow  
with seamless and comparatively worry-free 
assurance.

With E-WorkBook, data in the lab lives and works directly 
beside notes and text write-ups to eliminate confusion or context questions. Collaboration between 
researchers and departments is also streamlined as data across users can be incorporated and 
data hits/searches can be seamlessly carried out.

During development and clinical stages, IDBS can provide direct integration with lab instruments, 
and can directly read and log reports from machines to reduce transcription errors and streamline 
workflow. 

Because of this, during later stages, IDBS systems can help to clear regulatory hurdles by easily 
justifying the quality of your data from day one to delivery.

IDBS E-WorkBook: Compliance in Action

In 2012, an IDBS client, AIT Bioscience, was faced with an FDA audit in the compliance stage  
of delivery of their E-WorkBook for Bioanalysis. Having used the IDBS E-WorkBook system 
throughout their R&D process, they uncharacteristically met the audit without hesitation or 
reservation.

Afterwards, the FDA commented that AIT Bioscience had demonstrated the most advanced and 
comprehensive audit response that they’d ever seen.

With IDBS E-WorkBook solutions, audits can be answered directly and with total assurance in your 
product and process. Access to all data, easy cross-referencing, and a cross system seamless 
response can make you a standout, before it becomes a requirement.

...easily justifying the

quality
of your data from 

day one... 

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetuer adipiscing elit, sed diem nonummy 

nibh euismod tincidunt ut lacreet dolore magna aliguam erat volutpat. Ut wisis 

enim Lorem ipsum dolor sit ipsum dolor sit ametaliguam erat volutpat. Lorem 

ipsum dolor sit amet. Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet or something like that. Lorem 

ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetuer adipiscing elit, sed diem nonummy nibh 

euismod tincidunt ut lacreet dolore magna aliguam erat volutpat. Ut wisis enim 

Lorem ipsum dolor sit ipsum dolor sit ametaliguam erat volutpat. Lorem ipsum 

dolor sit amet. Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetuer adipiscing elit, sed 

diem nonummy nibh euismod tincidunt ut lacreet dolore magna aliguam erat 

volutpat. Ut wisis enim Lorem ipsum dolor sit ipsum dolor sit ametaliguam erat 

volutpat. Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet. Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetuer 

adipiscing elit, sed diem nonummy nibh euismod tincidunt ut lacreet dolore 

magna aliguam erat volutpat. Ut wisis enim Lorem ipsum dolor sit ipsum 

dolor sit ametaliguam erat volutpat. Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet. Lorem ipsum 

dolor sit amet or something like that. Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetuer 

adipiscing elit, sed diem nonummy nibh euismod tincidunt ut lacreet dolore 

magna aliguam erat volutpat. Ut wisis enim Lorem ipsum dolor sit ipsum 

dolor sit ametaliguam erat volutpat. Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet. Lorem ipsum 

dolor sit amet, consectetuer adipiscing elit, sed diem nonummy nibh euismod 

tincidunt ut lacreet dolore magna aliguam erat volutpat. Ut wisis enim Lorem 

ipsum dolor sit ipsum dolor sit ametaliguam erat volutpat. Lorem ipsum dolor 

sit amet. Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetuer adipiscing elit, sed diem 

nonummy nibh euismod tincidunt ut lacreet dolore magna aliguam erat volutpat. 

Ut wisis enim Lorem ipsum dolor sit ipsum dolor sit ametaliguam erat volutpat. 

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet. Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet or something like that. 

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetuer adipiscing elit, sed diem nonummy 

nibh euismod tincidunt ut lacreet dolore magna aliguam erat volutpat. Ut wisis 

enim Lorem ipsum dolor sit ipsum dolor sit ametaliguam erat volutpat. Lorem 

ipsum dolor sit amet. Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetuer adipiscing elit, 

sed diem nonummy nibh euismod tincidunt ut lacreet dolore magna aliguam erat 

volutpat. Ut wisis enim Lorem ipsum dolor sit ipsum dolor sit ametaliguam erat 

volutpat. Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet. Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetuer 

adipiscing elit, sed diem nonummy nibh euismod tincidunt ut lacreet dolore 

magna aliguam erat volutpat. Ut wisis enim Lorem ipsum dolor sit ipsum dolor 

sit ametaliguam erat volutpat. Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet. Lorem ipsum dolor 

sit amet or something like that. Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, ametaligua
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Conclusion

In today’s quickly changing technological landscape, being able to ensure consistency and quality  
of data—providing easy assumptions and answers in all workflow related fields—is paramount. 
Quick, comprehensive data capture and retrieval with references and context is required, and will 
become an expectation from regulatory bodies. For now, it is value added to scientific research  
and the company that uses it.

More and more, no matter the industry that people are in, data driven analysis governs and  
informs our work. We exist, and will continue to operate, in a world of data driven decision-making. 
The quality of your data will determine the quality of your decisions.

To find out how IDBS 
E-WorkBook can help you 
increase data accuracy to 
achieve greater insight, 
simply visit us today at 

www.IDBS.com or email 
info@IDBS.com

The quality of

your data
will determine  

the quality of your

decisions.
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